MFS provides consultation of requirements on model types and application with a complete After sales Package including full Contract Maintenance cover on all make and models or if you prefer MFS can provide you with all the OEM parts you might need to handle any repairs in house.

\section*{What’s covered with us...}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Tail Lift and Lifting Decks}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item All types of lifts and decks covered to include STE examination – service and weight testing on site.
  \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Drawbar Couplings and Vehicle Mounted Cranes}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item UK coverage for drawbar couplings.
  \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Transport Heating}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item All types of heaters covered to include service and repairs 24/7.
  \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Transport Refrigeration}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item All types of refrigeration systems covered FGAS – Calibration – Service, Temperature recorders if required. Service type is based on hours run per annum.
  \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Shutter Doors and Trailers}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Shutter door servicing and pull testing – Commercial trailer servicing and support in some areas.
  \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Pharmaceutical Support}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item MFS provides mapping advice and additional Temperature Certificates for Pharmaceutical delivery.
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}
Marshall Fleet Solutions provides premium sales, service and parts support for the UK transport and distribution industry.

Founded in 1972, Marshall Fleet Solutions is the U.K.’s largest independent refrigeration (including installation), tail lift and commercial vehicle fleet service and support organisation.

Marshall Fleet Solutions is a long-established dealer of Thermo King equipment as well as being main dealers for most manufacturers of tail lifts sold in the UK. The company has over 180 engineers, together with a national call centre in operation 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The company offers unrivalled breakdown support, repair and routine maintenance for transport fleet operators across the UK.

Marshall Thermo King are long established, award winning dealers of the globally recognised Thermo King transport refrigeration equipment. The company has been synonymous with the growth and success of the Thermo King product range in the UK, covering light commercial, truck and trailer applications.

Marshall Thermo King has also been awarded the coveted Platinum status by Thermo King, which is a worldwide standard for training and business ethics that ensures authorised dealers provide the highest level of support for the Thermo King transport refrigeration product range.

Nationwide coverage for drawbar couplings including Autolube recommended systems as well as complete coupling assembly – oil line and oil canister if the recommended Autolube kit is fitted. All services and inspections of cranes are to full OEM approved levels.

Marshall Fleet Solutions can help you make the right CHOICE as our dedicated and experienced sales and customer service teams will work hard to find the optimum solution that meets your operating requirements for now and well into the future.